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Who should pick this project?  
 
Did you know… in the last 20 years, fashion has become so fast and cheap that now around £140 million 
worth (350,000 tonnes) of used clothing goes to landfill in the UK every year - enough to fill 459 Olympic-
size swimming pools which will take 30 – 40 years to decompose!. We are becoming known as the ‘Fast 
Fashion Generation’ or the ‘Throw- Away Fashion Generation’ who simply buy, buy, buy and chuck out 
clothes without even thinking much about where they’ll end up.  

There’s two ways of looking at this; many people are starting to buy more expensive, more quality items, 
therefore their clothes will last them longer. Others, have embraced the movement of ‘Up-cycling’. 
This project is based on up-cycling garments to a chosen trend based on S/S 2016. You will be placed in 
groups to work on an outfit which can be showcased in a shop window (also at the final show).  Your group 
will demonstrate by using exciting and innovative textile techniques you can transform old clothes and con-
tinue to wear them proudly, updated, still in style and giving back to the environment. Eco-Chic!
This project is suitable for students with a real interest in the making process. If you enjoy researching ideas, 
designing and making a garment this is the project for you. You should choose this project if you like hand 
and machine sewing, embroidery and embellishment.  

Main Company Sponsor: 

Textile designer and author Charlotte Liddle
Project inspired by Eco-Chic: The Fashion Paradox by Sandy Black

Your 3 Training Days may look like this: 

Day one:  Selecting  items of clothing, bedding etc from the charity shop collection to use as fabric and 
upcycle , researching ideas, materials & techniques and coming up with a range of design drawings for your 
garment. 

Day two: Preparing your sewing pattern and cutting out fabric. Using creative textile techniques to create a 
design on the garment.  

Day three: Finish making your garment, present to the rest of the group and evaluate your success.
*For this project you will be working in groups to produce a collection of garments for the Final Show.
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